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BizXcel
Insurance Analytics Accelerator
Accelerating business value through data and analytics
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The Insurance Analytics Accelerator is built to meet the

needs of small to mid size P&C insurance companies. It

combines industry-wide feedback to close the gap on

challenges within the current system and allowing your

company to unleash its full analytics potential.

Unleashing Insurance Insights



PLAN
An entire overview in minutes.

Get instant access to your data from the past to make

insightful, data-driven decisions in the present.

TRANSFORM

Fast result with accurate data.

With a completely web-based product powered

by Qlik Sense  , you can slice and dice your data in

a matter of clicks, transforming your data into

actionable insights and outcomes.
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We know insurance.

With over 20 years of insurance experience, we

combined our technical and industry knowledge to

create a custom insurance solution and are recognized

globally in InsurTech.

GROW
The solution that evolves with you.

Uncover new opportunities and insights across

your organization. 

EXPERIENCE

Modern Analytics Meets Insurance



What's Included

Governance Operations

Agent &

Broker 

Performance

Workflow

4 user applications

144 pre-built charts/visualizations

Multiple use cases based on role

100% web based

Built on Qlik® Sense®
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Governance

Understand the health of

your organization. 
Focus on profitability and measure efficiency

with the governance application. The

governance application provides an overview

of key metrics used in everyday decision-

making.
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Income Analysis, Expense Analysis, Underwriting Profit, Policy Changes, Claims Trends, and more!

Analytics and Reporting

Compare Accounting and Insurance Management Systems for accurate and detailed information about claims. 

Merging Systems

Why Governance? 
Created for Executives and Directors

Measure organization-wide efficiency by analyzing surplus, equity, income, among others.

Profitability
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Operations 

An answer to every question.
The operations application focuses on business

retention and growth, drill down analysis on

specific broker or firm, policies in force,

profitability analysis and diagnostics, and

claims analysis including large loss analysis.
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Why Operations?

Insurance Management Systems used for accurate and detailed information about claims. 

Detailed Information

Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4
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0 With 22+ sheets of information, focus on business retention and growth.

Accessible Information

PIF Analysis, Major Usage and Item Profitability, FSA, Claims Triangles, and more!

Monitor and Analyze

Created for Everyone
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Agent & Broker Performance

The Multi-level Solution
Designed to provide top level reports that can be broken down into individual agent performance metrics.
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Why Agent & Broker Performance?

Take the guess work out of reviewing your agents and brokers by seeing their true performance.

Detailed Reporting

33+ visualizations.

Data Driven Results

Identify risks by analyzing new endorsements, claims event/catastrophe map.

Driving Insights 

Created for Performance Managers and Strategists
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Workflow 

Measuring Turnaround
Monitor and plan pending work with the

workflow application. It provides insights

into how many renewals have been

processed and how many are remaining -

allowing for better transitions and

reporting.
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Why Workflow?

Identify bottlenecks in processing and make adjustments based on information.

Manage Service Level Agreements

KPIs on New Business, Endorsements and Cancellations with trends overtime.

Business Turnaround

Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4
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0 View remaining renewals left to be processed based on the number of days into the future.

Future Planning

Created for Managers and Strategists



We do what an organizational management consulting company

should do - we make your job easier and your organization

better.

We drive transformational change

Connect with our team for a demo: sales@bizxcel.com

BizXcel

Did you know?
BizXcel has an Insurance Data Warehouse Accelerator!


